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latest book was deemed not quite
good enough.
I am very pleased to see that
Syracuse continues to emphasize
good teaching and that the faculty
can include both superb teachers
and outstanding scholars. One example is Professor Ralph Ketcham,
whom I remember from my days in
the Department of Political
Science; he was named 1987 Professor of the Year by the Council for
Advancement and Support of
Education.
Good teachers are the key to good
education, regardless of the level of
education involved. Does this seem
self-evident?
I'm not so sure. There has been

enormous interest this year, for example, in Allan Bloom's book, The
Closing of the American Mind,
dealing essentially with c urriculum. Yet the key to good undergraduate education, I maintain, is
having liberally educated faculty
members who are enthusiastic
about their subject , can communicate this enthusiasm to their
students, and care about the ir
students as persons, not numbers.

s ity, where I
served as president, and Albion
College, where I was dean of the
faculty, I supported and encouraged research . Clearly there was
not the pressure to publish one must
have at a research university, but we
had more emphasis on research
ET'STALKABOUTTHE
than one would find at many liberal
" liberally educated" facarts colleges.
ulty. Faculty members inevitably serve as role models for
Yet there was a feeling, perhaps
more a rationale, on the part of
their students. When hiring new
so me faculty members that
faculty members, at least as much
research was unimportant if
the college's main focus was
on undergraduate teaching.
I also was told that there
simply was no time to do
worthwhile research , and
even that good teaching and
good
research were
incompatible.
I don't think any of these
arguments hold water. If
good research and good
teaching were incompatible,
it would be impossible to
find good teachers at a
research university such as
Syracuse. Clearly this has
never been the case.
The tendency of some
research universities, on the
other hand, has been to use
research as the major, if not
sole, criterion for hiring and
for the awarding of tenure
and promotion . Moreover,
the criteria for "good"
research can become more
esoteric the bette r th e
research university. When I
was dean and then president,
some of our very best
teachers came from research
universities. They had been
denied tenure because their
At any undergraduate university, the faculty's first commitment must be to teaching.
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attention should be given to
whether they are liberally educated
as to their competence in their
specialty or the quality of their
research.
I would be the first to admit that
this is easier said than done. As a
college president, I interviewed all
people applying for tenure-track
positions, and often found myself
in disagreement with departments
who preferred the specialist. So, we
looked for another candidate!
Another important consideration
for me was whether the candidate
liked to teach introductory courses.
Now I would be the first to admit
that I suspect a number of candidates simply told me what I
wanted to hear. But I think
I usually was able to get a
sense of their commitment
to the basic courses in their
discipline, which , in turn,
often would constitute the
contribution of their department to the "core curriculum." I also asked whether
they had any experience or
interest in " interdisciplinary" work. Interdisciplinary courses, as any dean
or faculty member knows,
are the hardest courses to
find volunteers to teach, and
therefore the hardest to keep
going over a period of years.
Now for the subject of
enthusiasm . Before I was a
president, I was a dean of
faculty, and , before that , a
department chairman. I
have observed a lot of
teaching and met literally
hundreds of professors. If I
were to try to put my finger
on the one common denominator of good teachers, it
would have to be contagious
enthusiasm for the subject.
Teachers may have all kinds
of styles and approaches,
and they can be delightful
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people or real personality problems. But if they have enthusiasm,
that will be caught by their students.
Another quality found in good
teachers that is very important for
a satisfying unde rgraduate experience: the concern for the student as a person. I have seen faculty members teaching at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels
who really did consider students a
necessary evil . They may have been
so interested in research that they
considered teaching a bore. In colleges and universities, you can find
faculty members who take on
teaching as an "easy job." And
some ofthese people really do not
work much more than the nine
hours they spend in class, plus a few
hours grading papers.
But such people are the exception
in most colleges and universities.
There probably are no more of
these in the teaching profession than
in any other profession in our
society.
Interest in the student as a person
is particularly important because
students in their undergraduate
years, no matter what they think ,
still have adolescent tendencies.
They are going through four of the
most difficult years of their livesthe first time they have been away
from home and, for many of them,
the first time they have really faced
stiff competition. It is a humbling
experience for bright students to
come to good colleges and universities and find that they are together
with another 50 to 100 valedictorians.
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HEN IT COMES TO
personal attention, the
size of the school and
the student-faculty ratio are very
important. A professor at a small
undergraduate college, who does
not have quite the pressure to
publish that one finds in a research
university and whose classes are
smaller, simply has more time to get
to know the students. And here is
where you fi nd the inevitable
superiority of the liberal arts college
over the large state university, in
particular. " Small is beautiful"
really does apply in undergraduate
education.
The larger private university,
such as Syracuse, has a particular
problem. Syracuse clearly is larger
than a liberal a rts college. I
remember when I came to the Maxwell School in 1952 from Ohio

Wesleyan University, with its
enrollment of 2 ,200 students; the
change was rather dramatic. Yet
Syracuse's undergraduate enrollment of 12,000 is positively small
when compared to that of the great
land-grant universities.
But Syracuse, unlike statesupported institutions, must charge
for the undergraduate experience as
much as many of our fine private
liberal arts colleges. The challenge

Syracuse is creating to help underwrite worthwhile teaching and curriculum initiatives, is an excellent
idea. I also like the new interdisciplinary study centers and
language houses that Syracuse is
establishing. These are an excellent
way to create the small group experience one finds in liberal arts
colleges.
It's encouraging to see the
Gateway Program placing senior

Teachers may have all
kinds of styles and
approaches, but if they have
enthusiasm, that will be
caught by their students.
for a private research university,
such as Syracuse, is to create an
undergraduate experience that is as
good as one could find at a small
liberal arts college, while keeping
the hard-earned reputation of its
fac ul ty members as lead ing
scholars and researchers.
I think Syracuse is doing this. I
am especially pleased to see the extraordinary progress Syracuse is
making in upgrading the undergraduate experience. I have read
with much interest of the creation
of the new post of vice president for
undergraduate studies. This has immediately put Syracuse at the head
of the pack in terms of emphasizing the importa nce of undergraduate education.
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education, on the other
hand, will recognize that
this new vice president, Ronald
Cavanagh, has his work cut out for
him . The attitudes of facu lty
members who may have been emphasizing research to the detriment
of their teaching do not change
immediately.
Yet much can be done through
encouraging outstanding teachers.
In this regard the Fund for Teaching
and Curriculum Innovation, which

faculty members into the introductory courses. I suspect these people are going to be enthusiastic
teachers, and that can be especially important to get students excited
about learning in their first year.
The idea of a university-run
orientation and monitoring program to help graduate teaching
assistants is vital. I might note that
this should become part of any
academic program leading to the
teaching profession. One of the
scandals in American higher

education is how little attention is
paid to the actual process of
teaching. We still suffer from doctoral programs being essentially
research oriented , with little or no
thought given to the fact that the majority of the people in these programs may be teaching at the
undergraduate level. Surely we
have something to learn from this
orientation program .
I am also intrigued with Syracuse's new Academic Preceptor
Program. We tried something like
this at DePauw, using our brightest
undergraduates to help freshmen,
sophomores, and even juniors to
learn how to write better. We long
have known that students learn from
other students-and, I might add ,
not always the subjects that deans
and presidents might prefer. Why
not take advantage of the positive
aspects of peer learning?
The competition for the best
students will get only more intense.
Good liberal arts and outstanding
state institutions (so metimes
dubbed the " public Ivies") are
nipping at the heels of the private
research universities when it comes
to recruiting the best students-and
any high-quality school needs a
critical mass of o utstanding
students to attract other good
students. So Syracuse has got to go
after good students j ust as would
any othe r good institution .
Syracuse seems to have put its
finger on all of the challenges, and
I congratulate Chancellor Melvin
Eggers and his staff for thei r
fores ight and action.
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